Optofluidic dye lasers hold great promise for adaptive photonic devices, compact and wavelength-tunable light sources, and micro total analysis systems. To date, however, nearly all those lasers are directly excited by tuning the pump laser into the gain medium absorption band. Here we demonstrate bioinspired optofluidic dye lasers excited by FRET, in which the donor-acceptor distance, ratio, and spatial configuration can be precisely controlled by DNA scaffolds. The characteristics of the FRET lasers such as spectrum, threshold, and energy conversion efficiency are reported. Through DNA scaffolds, nearly 100% energy transfer can be maintained regardless of the donor and acceptor concentration. As a result, efficient FRET lasing is achieved at an unusually low acceptor concentration of micromolar, over 1,000 times lower than that in conventional optofluidic dye lasers. The lasing threshold is on the order of μJ∕mm 2 . Various DNA scaffold FRET lasers are demonstrated to illustrate vast possibilities in optofluidic laser designs. Our work opens a door to many researches and applications such as intracavity bio/chemical sensing, biocontrolled photonic devices, and biophysics. fluorescence resonance energy transfer | optofluidics | ring resonators O ptofluidic lasers are an emerging technology that combines the advantages of compactness and easy liquid manipulation of microfluidics, and dynamic wavelength tunability and broad spectral coverage of dye lasers (1-3). Optical feedback in those optofluidic lasers has been achieved using high-Q ring resonators [e.g., microdroplets (4, 5), microspheres (6), microcylinders (7), microcapillaries (8, 9), and microfiber knots (10)], Fabry-Pérot cavities (11, 12), and distributed feedback gratings (3, 13). In nearly all those lasers, the gain medium is directly excited by tuning the pump laser into the dye absorption band, which requires that the pump laser wavelength match the particular dye absorption. An alternative excitation scheme is through energy transfer, in which dye mixtures, composed of the donor and the acceptor, are used. Donors are directly excited and subsequently transfer energy to acceptors for lasing. The energy transfer significantly extends the laser emission wavelength range without the need to change the pump wavelength. Moreover, dye lasers based on energy transfer have a much higher pump efficiency and lower lasing threshold than the corresponding single dye lasers due to the low donor absorption loss at the acceptor lasing wavelength (14, 15).
Optofluidic dye lasers hold great promise for adaptive photonic devices, compact and wavelength-tunable light sources, and micro total analysis systems. To date, however, nearly all those lasers are directly excited by tuning the pump laser into the gain medium absorption band. Here we demonstrate bioinspired optofluidic dye lasers excited by FRET, in which the donor-acceptor distance, ratio, and spatial configuration can be precisely controlled by DNA scaffolds. The characteristics of the FRET lasers such as spectrum, threshold, and energy conversion efficiency are reported. Through DNA scaffolds, nearly 100% energy transfer can be maintained regardless of the donor and acceptor concentration. As a result, efficient FRET lasing is achieved at an unusually low acceptor concentration of micromolar, over 1,000 times lower than that in conventional optofluidic dye lasers. The lasing threshold is on the order of μJ∕mm 2 . Various DNA scaffold FRET lasers are demonstrated to illustrate vast possibilities in optofluidic laser designs. Our work opens a door to many researches and applications such as intracavity bio/chemical sensing, biocontrolled photonic devices, and biophysics. fluorescence resonance energy transfer | optofluidics | ring resonators O ptofluidic lasers are an emerging technology that combines the advantages of compactness and easy liquid manipulation of microfluidics, and dynamic wavelength tunability and broad spectral coverage of dye lasers (1) (2) (3) . Optical feedback in those optofluidic lasers has been achieved using high-Q ring resonators [e.g., microdroplets (4, 5) , microspheres (6) , microcylinders (7), microcapillaries (8, 9) , and microfiber knots (10)], Fabry-Pérot cavities (11, 12) , and distributed feedback gratings (3, 13) . In nearly all those lasers, the gain medium is directly excited by tuning the pump laser into the dye absorption band, which requires that the pump laser wavelength match the particular dye absorption. An alternative excitation scheme is through energy transfer, in which dye mixtures, composed of the donor and the acceptor, are used. Donors are directly excited and subsequently transfer energy to acceptors for lasing. The energy transfer significantly extends the laser emission wavelength range without the need to change the pump wavelength. Moreover, dye lasers based on energy transfer have a much higher pump efficiency and lower lasing threshold than the corresponding single dye lasers due to the low donor absorption loss at the acceptor lasing wavelength (14, 15) .
Generally, there are two transfer mechanisms between the donor and the acceptor in an optical cavity: nonradiative FRET (14) (15) (16) (17) , in which the transfer is mediated by short-ranged resonant dipole-dipole interaction, and cavity-assisted radiative transfer (18) (19) (20) , in which the emission from the donor is first coupled into the cavity, which stores photons for an extended amount of time before they are reabsorbed by the acceptor. The FRET efficiency between a donor and acceptor pair is R 0 6 ∕ðR 0 6 þ r 6 Þ, where R 0 and r are the Förster distance and the donor-acceptor distance, respectively. The cavity-assisted transfer efficiency is determined by the fraction of donor emission into cavity modes and the probability of acceptor reabsorption (18, 19 ) (see SI Text for detailed analysis). Unfortunately, to date only a handful of energy transfer based optofluidic lasers have been demonstrated (15, 17) . In those lasers, the donor and the acceptor are distributed homogeneously in solution. Therefore, the transfer efficiency can be determined only by the donor and acceptor concentrations (i.e., the averaged donor-acceptor distance), which diminishes rapidly at decreased donor and acceptor concentrations. Additionally, although vastly different, the respective contribution of FRET and the cavity-assisted energy transfer in optofluidic lasers has not been well elucidated (17) , due in part to the lack of an approach to precisely control the donor-acceptor distance in the gain medium. How to better understand and control the energy transfer processes and how to maintain high transfer efficiency at low donor and acceptor concentrations are particularly important for the development of optofluidic lasers, and for their applications in bio/chemical sensing and biophysics.
Here we investigate bioinspired optofluidic dye lasers utilizing FRET via DNA scaffolds (see Fig. 1 ), in which the donor and acceptor are conjugated with DNA sequences with the predetermined donor-to-acceptor distance, ratio, and spatial configuration (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . Because the donor and the acceptor are maintained within the Förster distance by DNA scaffolds, high energy transfer efficiency can be obtained regardless of the donor and acceptor concentrations. As a result, we are able to achieve efficient FRET lasing even with an acceptor concentration as low as 2.5 μM. Various DNA scaffolds are demonstrated to exemplify vast possibilities in optofluidic laser designs.
The FRET lasers are performed using the optofluidic ring resonator (OFRR) (9, 15), a thin-walled fused silica capillary that integrates the high-Q-factor ring resonator with microfluidics. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the capillary cross-section forms a ring resonator and the whispering gallery modes (WGMs) interact evanescently with the dye solution flowing through the OFRR. The fabrication of the OFRR and the microfluidic laser-related experimental setup can be found in Materials and Methods.
Results and Discussion
A simple OFRR FRET laser can be achieved through a onedonor-one-acceptor (1D1A) scaffold by using complementary ssDNAs, 1D1A-Cy3 and 1D1A-Cy5, with the donor (Cy3) and the acceptor (Cy5) conjugated to the 3′ end of each ssDNA (see Materials and Methods, Tables S1 and S2, and Fig. S1 for details of DNA samples used in experiments). During the experiment the excitation laser wavelength is 518.3 nm, which is within the donor absorption band (see Fig. S1 ). Fig. 2A shows the lasing emission spectrum after DNA hybridization at a concentration of 30 μM for both donor and acceptor. A number of quasiperiodic lasing peaks emerge around 720 nm first. With the increased pump intensity, this group of lasing emission gradually levels off and meanwhile the lasing emission at shorter wavelengths (around 690 nm) starts to occur, as expected (7). Both wavelength ranges are within the Cy5 emission band. No lasing emission is observed for Cy3 in the wavelength range of 570-650 nm, i.e., the Cy3 emission band. As a negative control, we perform the same experiment with 30 μM of 1D1A-Cy5 alone (Fig. S2a) . No lasing emission from Cy5 is observed when pumped at 518.3 nm, suggesting that Cy5 cannot be directly excited to achieve lasing at this pump wavelength and that the lasing emission from Cy5 in Fig. 2A indeed result from the energy transferred from Cy3. Fig. 2B plots the total laser emission around 690 nm and around 720 nm as a function of the pump energy density. The respective lasing threshold is 6.8 μJ∕mm 2 and 4.2 μJ∕mm 2 . An additional control experiment presented in Fig. S2b allows us to distinguish the two energy transfer mechanisms from one another. In this experiment, Cy3 lasing occurs when 30 μM of 1D1A-Cy3 sample alone is pumped under exactly the same conditions as in Fig. 2A . However, when 1D1A-Cy5 is added, the Cy3 lasing is quenched with the concomitant appearance of Cy5 lasing emission (see Fig. 2A ), suggesting that the nonradiative FRET plays a dominant role in energy transfer (17, 26 ) (more control experiments and discussion can be found in SI Text). Through a DNA scaffold, the distance between Cy3 and Cy5 and hence the FRET efficiency can be determined by the hybridized DNA length. Given the Förster distance for Cy3 and Cy5 of 6 nm (see Table S2 ) and the Cy3-Cy5 distance of 4.08 nm (assuming 0.34 nm per DNA base pair), the FRET efficiency from Cy3 to Cy5 is calculated to be 91%.
The OFRR laser can be controlled not only by the donoracceptor distance, but also by the DNA scaffold that changes the donor-to-acceptor ratio. With the increased donor-to-acceptor ratio, more pump energy can be absorbed by the laser system, resulting in a lower lasing threshold and a higher pump efficiency (14) . As illustrated in the inset of Fig. 3A , we construct a DNA scaffold consisting of two-donor-one-acceptor (2D1A) by selfassembly of three ssDNAs. In this 2D1A system, the donor (Cy3) is attached to the 3′ and 5′ end of a ssDNA sequence, respectively [2D1A-Cy3(3′) and 2D1A-Cy3(5′); see Table S1 ]. The acceptor (Cy5) is labeled on the adenine base in the middle of the ssDNA sequence (2D1A-Cy5), which serves as a DNA backbone for hybridization with 2D1A-Cy3(3′) and 2D1A-Cy3(5′).
After hybridization, the distance between each Cy3 and Cy5 pair is 4.08 nm, the same as that in the 1D1A case discussed previously. Thus the donor-to-acceptor ratio is doubled, whereas the donor-acceptor distance remains unchanged. The corre- sponding lasing emission spectrum is present in Fig. 3A , which has quasiperiodic lasing peaks similar to Fig. 2A . At the same pump intensity, the FRET lasing intensity in the 2D1A system is stronger than that in the 1D1A system and more lasing peaks emerge. The corresponding lasing threshold curve in Fig. 3B shows a lasing threshold of approximately 4.4 μJ∕mm 2 and 2.3 μJ∕mm 2 for the laser emission centered at 690 nm and 720 nm, respectively, which are approximately half of their corresponding threshold for the 1D1A system. Additionally, the lasing differential efficiency, i.e., the slope of the curve in Fig. 3 , is nearly doubled in the 2D1A system in comparison with the 1D1A system for both 690 nm and 720 nm bands.
As discussed earlier, through a DNA scaffold the high energytransfer efficiency can be maintained regardless of the donor or acceptor concentration. In Fig. 4 , we explore the minimum gain medium concentration that can achieve lasing via FRET using 2D1A samples of 30 μM, 15 μM, 5 μM, and 2.5 μM, respectively. It is shown that the laser emission persists even at an unprecedented concentration of 2.5 μM with a lasing threshold well below 50 μJ∕mm 2 , nearly 1,000 times lower than the dye concentration used in other types of optofluidic lasers. Considering that the WGM interacts with only a few picoliters of dye solution near the OFRR inner surface, the total number of dye molecules contributing to the laser emission is estimated to be on the order of 10 7 . The same DNA scaffold design principles can further be applied to develop cascade FRET lasers to extend the lasing emission wavelength range. Similar to the 2D1A structure, we now hybridize three ssDNA sequences, Cascade-Cy3, Cascade-Cy5, and Cascade-Cy5.5 (see Table S1 ). After hybridization, the distance from Cy3 to Cy5 and from Cy5 to Cy5.5 is 4.42 nm, corresponding to a transfer efficiency of 86% (Cy3-Cy5), 95% (Cy5-Cy5.5), and 8% (Cy3-Cy5.5), respectively. Therefore, the majority of energy is transferred from Cy3 to Cy5.5 via Cy5. Cascade FRET lasing emission from Cy5.5 is shown in Fig. 5A at the pump wavelength of 518.3 nm. No lasing emission is observed from Cy3 or Cy5. Control experiments (see Fig. S3 ) confirm that Cy5 and Cy5.5 cannot be directly excited to achieve lasing at this pump wavelength. Lasing threshold in Fig. 5B is measured to be approximately 6 μJ∕mm 2 . Note that the cavity-assisted energy transfer may also play a role in supporting the acceptor lasing. The experimental results and theoretical analysis of the contribution from the cavity-assisted energy transfer can be found in the discussion associated with Figs. S4-S7. 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated the FRET-based optofluidic dye laser via various DNA scaffolds, through which FRET is a dominant energy transfer mechanism and high transfer efficiency can be maintained in an extremely large concentration range (from a single donor/acceptor pair up to approximately 1 mM). FRET lasing at 2.5 μM has been achieved. With further improvement in the excitation scheme (e.g., tapered fiber excitation at a WGM resonant wavelength), Q factors, and DNA scaffold designs, and using donors with larger absorption cross-sections [such as quantum dots (15) and DNA binding fluorescent conjugated polymers (27) ], lasing at nanomolar range is possible. We envision that our work will lead to research in the following areas. First, through DNA self-assembly technologies (28) (29) (30) and other biotechnologies such as enzymatic cleavage (31), metal chelation (31), peptide design, and DNA binding fluorescent conjugated polymers (27) , various types of biostructures [such as Holliday junctions (28), 2D or 3D supermolecular structures (28) (29) (30) , and DNA packing motors (32); see Fig. S8 for some examples] can be employed to provide great flexibility in designing optofluidic lasers as well as other bioinspired optofluidic devices such as biocontrolled photonic switches. Second, instead of using the optical excitation external to the laser system and nonbiological donors (such as dyes), it certainly is possible to develop biooptofluidic lasers that rely on biomolecules such as green fluorescent protein and luciferase to harvest bio-or chemical energy through highly efficient bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) processes (33) . Third, FRET is a widely used technology in biology and chemistry (31, 34) . Combination of FRET with highly nonlinear optofluidic lasers can be exploited for highly sensitive intracavity biological and chemical detection (35, 36) , which may not be achievable in the linear fluorescencebased detection. Finally, our system may provide a model system for fundamental physics such as lasers at the level of a single molecule or a few molecules.
Materials and Methods
Fabrication of the OFRR Capillary. The details of OFRR fabrication have been previously reported (9, 15) . Briefly, a fused silica capillary preform (Polymicro Technologies TSP700850) is first etched with diluted hydrofluoric acid and then rapidly stretched under CO 2 laser irradiation. The resulting OFRR capillary is slightly bulged with a diameter of 75 μm at the center and of a few microns smaller at the two necking points approximately 1 mm apart. This bottle-like structure provides the optical confinement along the OFRR capillary longitudinal direction (37) (38) (39) (40) . The wall thickness of the OFRR is 3-4 μm (9). The Q factor is approximately 10 7 (9).
Experimental Setup. The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. S9 . A pulsed laser (Continuum Surelite optical parametric oscillator laser, approximately 5-ns pulse width, 20-Hz repetition rate) is loosely focused through a cylindrical lens to excite a 1-mm portion of the OFRR capillary. The pump laser power is adjusted by a neutral density filter. The dye emission is collected in free space through a multimode fiber and then sent to a spectrometer (Triax 550i, Horiba Jobin Yvon, spectral resolution ¼ 0.12 nm).
DNA Preparation. ssDNA samples labeled with dyes are purchased from Integrated DNA Technology (see Tables S1, S2 , and Fig. S1 for details). All the DNA sequences are designed using mfold software to minimize possible secondary structure formation (41) . The DNA samples are first dissolved in hybridization buffer (PerfectHyb™ Plus, Sigma-Aldrich) to a concentration of 90 μM and then diluted to the desired concentration with Tris acetate-EDTA buffer (pH ¼ 8.3) (Sigma-Aldrich). DNA hybridization is carried out by heating the samples to 45°C for 3 min, followed by 20 min of cooling at room temperature. Finally, the hybridized sample is flowed through the OFRR with a peristaltic pump at a flow rate of 5 μL∕ min.
